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From Bridgeview Community Mental Health Center
The mission of Bridgeview is to provide comprehensive, caring, quality mental health services to individu-

As each year passes everyone has
their own things to look back and reflect on.
Some things are good, some bad, some
happy, and some sad. We have things we
may want to change or things we hope never
will. Some people make resolutions to try
and make the changes they are hoping for.
Some will fail and some will prevail, but the
important thing is to try. As we start a new
year it is a good idea to think about what you
want the year to bring, set goals, make
changes, and work toward the changes that
are important whether big or small. So as
you start your new year, and new journey
don’t be afraid to reach out for help along
the way if or when you need it. Happy New
Year 2022!

How To Cook Black
Eyed Peas

BE IN THE KNOW..
January 14 - 16th, 5P—10P ICETRAVAGANZA

(Said to bring good luck in the new year, if you are
superstitious.)

January 22, 10A—12P

INGREDIENTS







1 lb. dry black eyed peas
6 c. low-sodium chicken stock

February 1st, 10A—3P

2 c. baby spinach or other greens
Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper

DIRECTIONS






Add beans to a large bowl and add water to cover by at least 4 inches. Cover and
let soak for at least 6 hours and up to overnight.
Drain beans and rinse under cold water. In a large pot over medium heat add
beans and chicken broth. Bring to a boil then reduce heat and let simmer,
covered, 45 minutes or until beans are tender. Add more broth as
necessary.
Stir in spinach and simmer another 5 minutes. Season with salt and pepper.
Delish.com

February 5th 9A-4P

Freight House & Leclair Park, Davenport
WINTER WILD EDIBLE WORKSHOP
Wapsi River Ctr. Dixon IA
CALLIGRAPHY & WATER COLOR CLASS
The River Arts Center
229 5th Ave Clinton IA
WINTER FUN AT THE WAPSI
Wapsi River Ctr. Dixon IA

IHH Happenings

BORAX SNOWFLAKES
YOU WILL NEED:

I am happy to announce that the Hope Center
has been renamed The Dan Fullerton Center,
in memory of our wonderful therapist who has
passed. We will cherish him as we enjoy our
time in there.

Borax (found with laundry detergent)
Water
Jars or Vases (glass is preferred)
Craft sticks (pencils)
String or Ribbon
Pipe cleaners

1320 19th Ave. NW
Clinton, IA 52732
Phone: 563-243-5633
Fax: 563-243-9567
http://www.bridgeviewcmhc.com/

STEP 1: MAKE PIPE CLEANER SNOWFLAKES

Cut a pipe cleaner into thirds, place the pieces together, then twist the center to hold them together and pull
the 6 sides to look like a snowflake.
Then you need to cut 6, 1.5” pieces of matching pipe cleaner and twist one onto each arm of the snowflake to
make it look more snowflake-like.

STEP 2: ADD STRING

Tie a long piece of string to the center of the pipe cleaner snowflake and wrap the other end around a pencil.

ABOUT US:
Bridgeview Community Mental
Health Center is a non-profit organization which
provides a full range of mental health services to
the people of Clinton County and surrounding
areas. Bridgeview provides professional and
confidential counseling, treatment and care for
emotional and behavioral problems for children,
adolescents, adults and families.

The View Staff: Denise LB., Heather,
Jessica, Margo

fineartamerica.com

STEP 3: MAKE THE BORAX SOLUTION

You want to dissolve 3 tablespoons of borax powder for each cup of boiling water. This will make a
saturated solution which is a great chemistry concept.
Since you need to use boiling hot water, adult supervision and assistance is highly recommended.

STEP 4: GROW YOUR CRYSTAL SNOWFLAKES

Once you have filled your jars with the borax solution, hang your snowflakes or icicles down inside the jar.
You need to make sure they are fully emerged but not touching the bottom or sides of the jars.

STEP 5: DRY OUT THE ORNAMENTS

The next day, gently lift out your crystal snowflake ornaments and let them dry on paper towels for an hour
or so…
Then time to hang up your crystal snowflakes and enjoy these sparkling decorations.

littlebinsforlittlehands.com

In January we will be going to the movies at
CEC and will also enjoy some dinner before we
go. Also, we will go to karaoke at Triple Play,
and have our monthly coffee at Nora's.
In February we will enjoy the Dan Fullerton
Center, have breakfast at Old Town, and go
bowling at Triple Play. We will also have the
coffee group in DeWitt, and see a movie at CEC
and enjoy dinner before we go.

From the staff at Bridgeview we
would like to wish you a…
Happy New Year!
And
Happy Valentines Day!

NATIONAL SUICIDE PREVENTION LIFELINE: 1-800-273-8255 / NATIONAL CRISIS TEXTLINE: 741741 / EASTERN IOWA TOLL FREE CRISIS LINE: 1-844-430-0375
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Snuggle Up for Cozy Winter Reading
In the last year, we have heard a lot about how important self-care is, particularly during stressful times. Reading and listening to books is a part of self-care
and provides many other benefits, as well!
According to healthline.com, there are many ways reading positively affects our
lives. Here are the top eight reasons to cozy up and read this winter:


It literally changes your mind by increasing brain connectivity!



Reading increases your ability to empathize, which is an important social

skill.


It builds your vocabulary (so many words!)



Habitual reading helps prevent age-related cognitive decline by keeping

your mind engaged.


It reduces stress (just as effective as yoga and humor!)



Reading can prepare you for a good night’s rest, especially if you read

books versus a digital screen.


It can help alleviate depression symptoms. “Consolation from imaginary things is not imaginary consolation.” –

British philosopher Sir Roger Scruton.


Being an avid reader may even help you live longer!

Cold Weather Safety Tips for Pets
Know Your Pets Limits—Some dogs are more susceptible to cold than
others—best to limit their time outdoors. Cats should remain indoors,
even if they are outdoor cats
Keep Your Dog Leashed—Snowfall can disguise recognizable scents
that would normally help them find their way home
Check Your Hood—Tap on the hood of your car before starting the engine to awake any sleeping cats or animals sleeping underneath.
Avoid The Ice—Even if it seems frozen over, best to avoid all together
Wipe Their Paws—Use a slightly warm towel or rag to wipe off your dogs paws and remove
any toxic salt or ice melt.
Leave them at home—Just like a hot car, a cold car can pose a threat
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IN MEMORY OF………..

Dan Fullerton April 28, 1939 - November 23, 2021
In November of 2021, Bridgeview CMHC and its clients were saddened by the sudden
loss of our friend and colleague Dan. Dan graduated from John Carroll University where he
played offensive lineman on the undefeated 1959 football team. After college Dan
became a teacher, and continued his career in education as a counselor. Dan also
coached football, and track and field. Dan dedicated much of his work life to helping
people navigate mental health problems, both in private practice and at Bridgeview
Community Mental Health Clinic. Dan was an Iowa Hawkeye fan, he enjoyed collecting
antiques, and was an avid reader and cook. Dan will be sadly missed and forever in our
hearts.

VALENTINES DAY…. Good for your health?
Researchers have found that the usual gifts or treats of Valentines Day
such as Chocolate, Red Wine and other expressions of love can be
good for your heart in more ways than one. According to research
chocolate, red wine and love can play a key role in keeping the blood
flowing throughout your body.
CHOCOLATE—Many people see Chocolate as a guilty pleasure. There is no doubt it can contribute to
weight gain and tooth decay, but researchers are finding that it actually does a body good. The
component in cocoa—flavonoids—can be heart healthful. Flavonoids are antioxidants. Antioxidants can
help lower the bad cholesterol and increase the amount of good cholesterol. The antioxidant effect is
greater in dark chocolate.
A TOAST—Wining and dining has been a long Valentines Day tradition for sweethearts. Research has
shown that the flavodoins in wine, originally from the grape skin may raise good cholesterol levels and
may prevent blood clotting vessels. Health officials however, warn against excessive drinking. Alcohol
consumption can raise the risk of liver problems, high blood pressure, obesity and other health issues.
LOVE— There is no surprise that love is capable of many things and there is evidence that good
relationships have health benefits. Researchers have shown that love can help prevent plaque buildup in
arteries, protect against heart disease, boost levels of antibodies in the body, reduce levels of stress
chemicals, decrease risk of early death and lengthen life.
Love’s effect on the physical health involves human nature, it’s instinctual to have this need for touching
and talking. The personal contact turns on a part of the nervous system, which has a calming effect and
allows for a smaller amount of stress chemicals to enter the body. Human touch also lowers blood
pressure and gives a sense of safety, connection, and comfort.

